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Americans have become more sophisticated consumers in the last 20 years, trending towards a 
holistic approach to their spending.[1] An increasingly large market consists of “socially responsible” 
consumers who care about the ethical context behind their products.[2] Organic foods line the local 
supermarket; business giants Apple and Amazon have adopted (and heavily advertised) their 
respective climate pledges, and black-owned businesses have become household lingo in the 
backdrop of the Black Lives Matter movement.[3] Clothiers have undoubtedly tapped into this 
market with their branding—two giants include Everlane and Reformation—but to what standard 
are they held to?[4] Moreover, how will consumers know that their labor practices are indeed 
equitable?
Portlandia: Farm (AMC broadcast Jan. 11, 2011) (parodying a Portland couple that wants to ensure 
the chicken they’re eating was raised with care).
Colin the Chicken | Portlandia | IFC
 
            As I swiped through Instagram ads at home or straightened a set of polo shirts at my retail 
job, I grew frustrated with this ambiguity. I could not tell whether a company’s sustainability policy 
was anything more than a small charitable donation or an annual company nature retreat. There was 
no apparent system to reward companies that do things the right way since their fair labor claims are 
just as appealing—or just as suspect!—to the socially responsible shopper as companies that 
embellish their ethics.[5] Congress and Executive Agencies are equally impotent to enact change on 
the international scale that the fashion industry inhabits.[6] Despite this lack of governmental 
oversight, if I had read those polo shirt labels more closely, I still could have gotten a snapshot of 
their environmental history and the labor that went into its production.[7]
            Fairtrade is one of many international organizations that monitor business practices and 
labor conditions for a suite of industries.[8] These organizations reward companies that meet their 
ethical standards: The company can include certifications on their respective clothing tags.[9] 
However, issues arise at this stage as a garment may involve multiple fabrics that were farmed or 
woven by different providers.[10] However even barring that issue, while Fairtrade’s intentions are 
laudable and its certification communicates essential information to the consumer, the problem 
remains that information is only as valuable as it is transmissible.[11] If consumers do not check—or 
know to check—the label for a garment’s ethical history, the point it makes is moot.[12]
            I propose a two-fold solution: Fairtrade and all alike organizations should develop a holistic 
system to certify mixed-fabric garments and offer more visible signifiers of their certification. In 
plain English, these organizations should offer stickers and promotional materials to clothing 
companies for single-origin garments and multiple-origin ones alike so that they can better articulate 
their social responsibility. Whether these companies’ business practices are sustainable, fair-labor, 
diverse, or otherwise, these promotional materials would serve both the consumer and the business. 
The socially responsible consumer becomes more confident in their purchase; the socially 
responsible business profits from their ethical practice. This system would have the ancillary benefit 
of incentivizing ethical business in general. When businesses can fully show off their good behavior, 
there will be a growing market to meet them with open arms.
            
[1] See Marina Azmy, The Rise of Conscious Consumerism, DAC Grp. (Nov. 20, 2018), 
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